designer notes
the "preferred mse wall at abutment configuration"
is the desired option as it separates the mse wall

wing parallel to roadway

from the abutment, minimizing complicated details and
potential settlement issues.

This advice is more

relevant as skew increases.

notes
f.f. of mse wall

seal all exposed horizontal and vertical surfaces of
filler with non-staining gray, non-bituminous joint
sealer. (1" deep and hold „" below surface of concrete).
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alternate mse wall at abutment

* 0° wall angle required for wing parallel to abutment centerline

wing not required

with wrapped mse wall
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top of coping

#5 bars (typ.)

#5 bars @ 1'-0" max.
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wall length 'l'
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Expansion abut.
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backwall with bent bars to achieve
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